
Board of Directors quarterly meeting
Zoom virtual meeting
Monday, Jan. 24, 2022 • 11:15 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

11:15 a.m. Call to order and introductions J. Chubinski
A. Mundorf

11:45 a.m. Declaration of conflicts of interest J. Chubinski

11:50 a.m. Approval of consent agenda

Approve the acceptance of the following materials:
• Board of directors meeting minutes (October 25, 2021)
• Audit and finance committee minutes (January 12, 2022)
• Evaluation committee meeting minutes (January 19, 2022)

J. Chubinski

11:55 a.m. Developing the 2022 communications plan and an HPIO 
messaging framework 

Guest: Jill Buterbaugh (Krile Communications)

N. Wiselogel
J. Buterbaugh

12:15 p.m. Understanding the 2022 state policymaking environment 

Guest: Bill Byers and  Greg Bennett (Byers, Minton & Associates)

B. Byers
G. Bennett

12:30 p.m. Reviewing HPIO’s finances 

Materials to review:
• 2021 income detail
• 2021 year-end Sources and Uses of Cash
• 2021 year-end Balance Sheet

C. Whistler
A. McGee

12:50 p.m. Break

1 p.m. Evaluating HPIO’s impact 

Guest: Calista Smith (Scale Strategic Solutions)

Materials to review:
• 2021 evaluation report
• Communications and Audience Perceptions Analysis (Scale 

Strategic Solutions)

A. Goon
A. Bush Stevens
C. Smith

1:45 p.m. Planning for HPIO’s future J. Chubinski
A. McGee

2:20 p.m. Executive session J. Chubinski

2:30 p.m. Adjournment J. Chubinski

Agenda

TM

Next quarterly board meeting

Monday, April 25, 2022 • 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order 
and 
announcements 

• HPIO Board of Directors quarterly meeting was called to
order at 10:32 a.m. by Jennifer Chubinski

• Adrienne Mundorf took attendance
• Hailey Akah introduced HPIO’s fall 2021 interns, Leticia

Nketiah and Bekah Sutter.
• Chubinski thanked board directors who have made their

annual contributions for HPIO and asked those who have
not yet donated to consider doing so.

 No action 

Conflict of 
interest 

Chubinski asked if anyone had a conflict of interest to declare. 
No one declared a conflict. 

No action 

Consent 
agenda 

The consent agenda, including the following materials, was 
approved: 

• Board of directors meeting minutes (July 26, 2021)
• Audit and finance committee minutes (Oct. 12, 2021)
• Governance committee minutes (Aug. 18 and Sept. 30,

2021)
• Executive committee minutes (Sept. 15 and Oct. 5,

2021)
• Q3 Sources and Uses of Cash
• Q3 Revenue Comparison to Budget
• Q3 Balance Sheet

Motion to accept 
consent agenda 
from Vicki 
Giambrone, 
second from 
Anne Goon. 
Motion passed. 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
Pursuant to notice, the Board of Directors of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met for their 
quarterly meeting on October 25, 2021 in a virtual meeting via Zoom.  

Voting directors in attendance: Jennifer Chubinski (Chair), Deena Chisolm (Vice Chair), Adrienne R. 
Mundorf (Secretary), Chris Whistler (Treasurer), 

David Ciccone, Molly Culbertson, Eric DeWald, Vicki Giambrone, Anne Goon, John Humphrey, MD, 
Shannon Jones, Gregory Lam, MD, Dan Paoletti, Patty Starr, Michael Stinziano, Heather Torok and 
Britney Ward. 

Voting directors in partial attendance: Maria Espinola and Patty Starr 

Voting directors not in attendance: Daniel Cohn, Matthew Harman and Tonya Johnson. 

HPIO Staff in attendance: Hailey Akah, Carrie Almasi, Reem Aly, Amy Bush Stevens, Lexi Chirakos, 
Alana Clark-Kirk, Stephen Listisen, Jacob Santiago, and Nick Wiselogel 

Visitors in attendance for portion of meeting: Bill Byers (Byers, Minton and Associates) 

Stephen Listisen recorded meeting minutes. Amy Rohling McGee and Adrienne Mundorf reviewed 
the minutes. 
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Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) Quarterly Board Meeting
October 25, 2021
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Discussion and 
approval of 
proposed 
revised HPIO 
mission 
statement 
 

Chubinski opened the discussion of HPIO’s proposed mission 
statement by explaining the timeline for the revision process.  
 
• Chubinski reported that the Executive Committee worked 

closely with staff over the last couple of months to craft a 
new revised mission statement for consideration by the 
whole board. A new version was recently shared with the 
entire board for feedback. We would like to approve the 
final revised today. 

• The Chubinski invited members of HPIO’s Executive 
Committee to share their thoughts on the proposed 
revisions to the mission statement. 

• Mundorf shared her perspective, saying she 
wholeheartedly supports the changes.  

• Deena Chisholm echoed Mundorf’s comments and noted 
that she is happy to speak in favor of it.  

• Chris Whistler added that materials staff shared helped 
inform the changes, and that he is also very happy to 
speak in support of the revised mission statement. 

• McGee acknowledged the work of HPIO staff members 
and HPIO’s resource development consultant, Joanna 
Helon, in the process of revising HPIO’s mission statement. 
She invited HPIO staff members to share their perspective 
on the proposed revisions to HPIO’s mission statement.  

• Nick Wiselogel, Alana Clark-Kirk, Amy Bush Stevens and 
Hailey Akah spoke to how the new HPIO mission statement 
relates to HPIO communications, events, evaluation, 
program work, respectively. McGee closed the discussion 
by again thanking the HPIO Executive Committee, staff 
and entire board of directors for their support and 
feedback throughout this process.  

 
The proposed revisions to HPIO’s mission statement were 
approved by the board by unanimous consent. Multiple 
board members shared their support for the changes to HPIO’s 
mission statement in the chat. 

Motion to accept 
consent agenda 
from Dr. Greg 
Lam, second 
from Dave 
Ciccone. Motion 
passed. 

Presentation: 
Taking action to 
strengthen 
Ohio’s addiction 
response (HPIO) 

Amy Bush Stevens, Jacob Santiago and Lexi Chirakos 
presented findings from HPIO’s most recent policy brief, 
Addiction Evidence Project: Taking action to strengthen Ohio’s 
addiction response, and two accompanying fact sheets. The 
presentation included the following: 
• An update on where Ohio stands on addiction-related 

trends, 
• A summary of Ohio’s addiction policy strengths, gaps and 

opportunities, 
• A prioritized set of policy recommendations, and 

No action 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

• Differences in downstream addiction-related harms by 
race and geography. 

In the chat, Chubinski asked if this project is coming to an end. 
Akah responded yes, but related work will be continuing on 
these topics. Dr. Lam asked about the opioid settlement 
creating a centralized clearinghouse for data and analytics. 
Stevens responded that there are not many additional details 
publicly available about the opioid settlement and how the 
state will be spending the $808M.  
 
Goon asked in the chat about what can be done to ensure 
the settlement dollars aren’t used by the legislature to fill 
unrelated budget gaps, like what happened with the 
tobacco settlement dollars.  Stevens said that’s why HPIO 
discusses the importance of an independent entity overseeing 
funds from the settlement, referencing a publication from the 
Center for Community Solutions. Britney Ward noted in the 
chat that Michigan is in the process of approving plant-based 
psychedelic drugs, so it will be important that Ohio keeps an 
eye on that issue as well. 
 
Goon added that she has a new health educator coming on 
her staff soon, and that HPIO’s Addiction Evidence Project will 
be incredibly useful for getting him up to speed on naloxone-
related information. Dr. Lam said that he sees the opioid crisis 
as still prevalent especially in Southern Ohio, though it has 
been overshadowed by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Dr. Lam asked if HPIO has more specific recommendations 
regarding how to increase naloxone treatment programs or 
needle exchange programs. Stevens responded that such 
recommendations are included in the brief. 

Presentation 
from Byers, 
Minton and 
Associations 
(BMA): Update 
on state policy 

Bill Byers, Principal of Byers, Minton and Associates, presented 
an update on state health policy and the overall public 
policymaking landscape. The presentation included an 
overview of political and legislative initiatives related to: 
• Ohio congressional special elections, legislative and 

congressional redistricting, and 2022 midterm elections, 
• The Ohio Medicaid managed care overhaul, 
• Marijuana legalization in Ohio, 
• Ohio opioid settlements, 
• Divisive concepts legislation, and 
• Vaccine and mask legislation. 
 
Dr. Lam asked if the state’s redistricting case will be heard by 
the Ohio Supreme Court. Byers responded yes, and that the 

No action 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Chief Justice is a swing vote who will likely determine the way 
the case is decided. He thinks it is too early to tell how the 
case it will go. Dr. Lam asked about Justices recusing 
themselves; Byers said it won’t happen. 
 
Chisholm asked about the launch of managed care 
procurement, specifically if it will be all at once (with OhioRISE 
and the other managed care plans). Byers responded that it is 
yet to be seen, but will likely be all at once because the plans 
are so inter-connected.  
 
McGee noted that Rep. Pavliga has introduced legislation to 
create a study committee for Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACEs) in the state, and HPIO had a conversation with her on 
the work. HPIO will likely be part of an interested party meeting 
on the legislation soon.  
 
Byers closed by adding that he has heard some of the second 
installment of ARPA-funding will go towards one-time 
infrastructure investments (such as water and sewers) but 
thinks some may go toward behavioral and public health.  

Discussion and 
approval of Q3 
2021 financial 
statements and 
2022 annual 
operating 
budget 

Whistler provided a brief overview of the recent Audit and 
Finance committee meetings and pointed to the net profit loss 
for the end of calendar year of 2021, which is an $83,000 
shortfall. A decline in core ($30,000) and project-specific 
support ($41,000) is responsible for the shortfall. He said that 
revenue is down this year compared to projects. HPIO is losing 
the St. Luke’s Foundation as a funder this year, as they are 
rethinking their focus and shifting to neighborhood-based 
funding and funding for Cleveland organizations.  
 
HPIO is over-budget on salary and benefit-related costs, due 
to hiring an additional policy analyst to build staff capacity. 
Despite the projected overall loss for 2021, there is still a cash 
balance of $568,000. HPIO also has board reserve accounts, 
which have $457,000 and take board resolution to access. 
Whistler said that we knew it was going to be a challenging 
year financially, and HPIO is still in a strong financial position.  
 
McGee noted that the the St. Luke’s Foundation’s decision is  
a loss of $100,000, but three other foundations (Cleveland 
Foundation, Nord Family Foundation and North Canton 
Medical Foundation) increased their investment in HPIO. She 
also mentioned that a matter of timing for contributions 
($25,000) from Mercy Health affected the budget favorably. 
She added that HPIO has observed a downward trend on 

Motion to 
approve Q3 2021 
financial 
statements and 
2022 annual 
operating 
budget from 
Heather Torok, 
second from 
Giambrone. 
Motion passed. 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

core and project-specific support, but an upward trend on 
contracted projects. 
 
Whistler pivoted to open discussion on HPIO’s 2022 operating 
budget. He said that the Audit and Finance committee 
discussed that coming out of a year with a budget shortfall, 
there are different options: reducing expenses (not assuming 
increases in core/project-specific contributions), dipping into 
cash reserves, and increasing core operating and project-
specific financial support. He added that HPIO will be aiming 
to increase core operating and project-specific funding, and 
that HPIO should ask for and expect to get this financial 
support because of the need and value for HPIO’s work. 

President’s 
report and brief 
announcements 

McGee opened her President’s Report by noting she will 
highlight operational and programmatic activities and 
accomplishments.  
• She explained that HPIO is working with its health insurance 

broker to assess options for 2022.  
• She gave a brief update on HPIO’s communications efforts, 

reminding board directors of updates to the HPIO website 
and the activities for which HPIO engaged 
communications consultants, including key informant 
interviews for individuals and groups who use HPIO’s work. 

• She outlined recent proposals for core and project-specific 
funding and discussed current contract projects that HPIO 
is involved in with the Ohio Department of Aging, Ohio 
Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, and 
the Funder’s Collaborative for COVID Recovery. 

• McGee, Stevens and Reem Aly recently met with Dr. Bruce 
Vanderhoff, Director of the Ohio Department of Health. He 
was familiar with HPIO’s work on infant mortality and the 
drivers of infant mortality. 

• Lastly, McGee mentioned HPIO’s upcoming forum on the 
connections between racism and health and encouraged 
board directors to attend and continue to promote the 
event within their networks. 

No action 

Adjourn to 
Annual  
Meeting 

Chubinski reminded board directors that the next quarterly 
board meeting will be held on January 24, 2022, from 10:30-
2:00 p.m. 
 
The quarterly meeting was adjourned at 12:57 p.m. 

Motion to 
adjourn from 
Chisholm, 
second from 
Culbertson. 
Motion passed. 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order The meeting was held via video conference call and was called to order by Chris 
Whistler at 1:03 p.m. 

Review of Year 
End 2021 
financial 
reports 

Amy Rohling McGee reviewed variances in year-end actual vs. budgeted revenue. 
Overall revenue received in 2021 was $180,867 less than the budgeted goal. McGee 
reviewed the income spreadsheet that provided additional detail regarding specific 
variances. The largest variance was in core project specific ($166,401), due in part to 
a delay in project funding from Interact for Health (projected for Q4 but will instead 
be considered in Q1 2022).  

Core and core project specific grants were recently approved by Bi3 and the 
Harmony Project, with funds to be received in early 2022. We have cultivated 13 
project specific funders during 2021, some of which might come through in 2022 and 
provide a head start on the “not yet identified” core project specific budgeted 
amount in 2022. Revenue on contracted projects was $15,400 higher than 
budgeted. 

Next McGee reviewed variances in uses of cash, which exceeded the budget by 
$34,212. Our largest variances were in salaries, benefits & payroll taxes and 
contractors. These variances were anticipated and discussed previously with the 
board. 

Overall, the year ended with a net loss of $211,797. After adjustments for prepaid 
forum sponsorships, the adjusted ending cash balance in the Huntington checking 
account is $435,076 in the Huntington checking account. 

Whistler asked staff to create a comparison document that shows variances that 
were projected at the end of Q3 vs. actual year end variances.  Whistler offered to 

Whistler will send a 
template to staff and 
staff will complete. 

Neva Hornbeck will 
make a correction to 
the title of a column 
in the sources and 
use document. 

Stinziano and 
Giambrone 
approved the 
financial reports for 
presentation at the 
January 24 board 
meeting  

Present on the call:  Chris Whistler (Chair), Michael Stinziano, Vicki Giambrone, Amy Rohling McGee (staff), Neva Hornbeck 
(staff), Lynnette Zody (contract CFO)  
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create a template worksheet for staff to complete. 
 
McGee reported that she and Joanna Helon (HPIO Resource Development 
Consultant) have been creating a comprehensive resource development tracking 
spreadsheet for 2022. We will use this with the board and staff for planning and 
engagement to achieve budgeted goals 
 
Lynnette Zody summarized the balance sheet, noting the following: 

• Total current assets are $2,097,538, including approximately $865k in operating 
cash (including the $435k adjusted year-end balance), $462k in board-
designated cash reserves and $794k in accounts receivables. 

• LPL investment account produced some income ($1,530.63). 
• Board-designed cash reserves are at Heartland and LPL. Staff raised the 

question that if investment account loses money, should we consider 
transferring operating cash to cover the amount of the loss so that the cash 
reserves don’t lose value. There was general agreement that this would be 
advisable and could be considered when the board, per HPIO policy, 
decides at the end of Q1 how much to add to the cash reserves.  

Pandemic 
Relief 

McGee reported that HPIO has applied for the following pandemic relief: 
 
Program Amount Applied Rec'd Forgiven 
PPP round 1 $202,000  5/13/2020 12/31/2020 
PPP round 2 $176,132  3/31/2021 11/24/2021 
ERTC $84,000 11/19/2021   
EIDL $10,000 12/29/2021   
 $472,132    

 
Zody explained the Employee Retention Tax Credit (ERTC) and Economic Injury 
Disaster Loan (EIDL).  

 

Adjournment The meeting was adjourned at 1:50 p.m.  
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Review of 
evaluation materials 
for the full Board 
meeting 

Amy Bush Stevens walked the committee through the 
evaluation materials that the staff have prepared for 
the full Board meeting on January 24. For each 
document in the packet, Stevens asked the committee 
for their thoughts on what stood out in the report and 
whether there was anything to revise in the document.  

Documents to be shared with the board include: 
• 2021 year-end performance dashboard
• 2021 annual evaluation results report

The committee spent the majority of the meeting 
discussing the 2021 Annual Evaluation Results report. 

Suggested revisions included highlighting the changing 
nature of how policy work is done, shifts in how public 
health is viewed by policymakers, strengthened 
relationships with executive branch policymakers, the 
challenges of building relationship with the legislature 
and how several HPIO state agency contracted 
products from 2020 and 2021 are under review by the 
Governor’s office. 

In the future, committee members recommended  
continuing to collect qualitative data via key-informant 
interviews to supplement future evaluation reports. 
Members also heavily focused on the importance of 
HPIO’s equity work in the context of the current policy 
environment, and how to interact with the Ohio 
General Assembly throughout the next few years.  

Approved all 
documents to be 
shared with the 
Board, with a few 
minor revisions. 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 

The Board of Directors Evaluation Committee of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met on Jan. 19, 2022 
via Zoom. Anne Goon, Fallon Peterson, Kelley Adcock, Lesli Johnson and Rob Moore were in attendance. 

Committee members not present: Dan Cohn, Eric DeWald, Kathleen Dean, Aly DeAngelo, Shiloh Turner 

Staff in attendance: Amy Bush Stevens, Amy Rohling McGee and Jacob Santiago 

Jacob Santiago recorded the minutes and Amy Bush Stevens reviewed the minutes. 
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